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Hattie’s Effect Sizes [IMPACT]
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What is the typical effect across;
800+ meta-analyses
50,000 studies, and
200+ million students?
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Distribution of Effect Sizes:

What Does Research Based Really Mean?

Positive Effects

Negative Effects

0

+.40 = “avg.”

Where do you want to put your resources?
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Hattie’s “Top 10 Winners”
Out of 138 categories
of Common Educational Practices
Rank

Item

Effect Size

1 Self-reported grades (S.est.of criteria/grades--predictions)
2 Piagetian programs (successive thinking—dev, -- count in order)
3 Providing formative evaluation

1.44
1.28
.90

(evidence based-seek current formative data when students don’t do well)

4
5
6
7

Micro teaching (analysis, reflect; mini-lessons; feedback)
Acceleration (Enrichment = .39)
Classroom behavioral

.88
.88
.80

Comprehensive interventions for Learning disabled
students (direct teaching + strategies)
.77

8 Teacher clarity (common Intentions/lesson criteria & assessment items)
9 Reciprocal teaching

.75
.74

(bringing meaning to the task: Questioning, Clarifying, Summarizing, and Predicting

10 Feedback (consequence of performance—S to T)

.73 © 2018 Greenleaf
Learning

CES Grades 3 & 4 Student Performance on Math Standardized Assessments
over 6 years while Using the Micro-feedback Formative Assessment Process
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Assessment & Student Learning
Students don’t make errors to irritate their teachers.

Errors are vital feedback that can be instructive.

Our Challenge from a “Neuro-Educational” Perspective
“The Barn”
Long-Term Memory

Desktop
Working
Continuous

2

Path to Memory

3

1

Problem = Most inputs depart quickly.

Input Via Senses

Majority
Exits
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Formative Feedback Study #1

“A Comparison of Study Strategies for Passages: Rereading,
Answering Questions, and Generating Questions,”
Roediger, Karpicke, et al. Journal of Exp. Psych., 2010
Design:
• All subjects were given two paragraphs with scientific info- to read;
one on the sun and one on sea otters. Both were tested a week later.
• Group 1 read them four times.
• Group 2 read them once, then tested three times afterward [with feedback
each time] (over several days) to see how much they remembered.
Initial finding: “When questioned about how well they had learned the material, the
people who had read the paragraph four times indicated that they felt much better
about their learning of the material (than did group 2). They also performed better
on the memory test right after studying.

Your prediction: A week later, what was the result?
A. Group 1 remained measurably better in recall of the material
B. Group 1’s recall diminished a little, but still outperformed
bested group 2group 2
C. Group 2’s recall diminished to very little at all
D. Group 2’s recall now far exceeded group 1’s recall of material
E. Both B and C above.
F. None of the above

Select and raise your response card

Formative Feedback Study #2

Task Demands: Processing & Memory
Study by White & Frederiksen (1998) Cognition & Instruction, 16(1)
Wiliam Presentation, 2012

• Two schools; 3 teachers, 12 classes:
• Each teacher taught four 7th grade science classes
• 7 two-week projects conducted: 14 week study overall
• Scoring up to 10 points for each project
• All teaching primarily the same, except during a part of each
of the two weeks:
– [Control] Two of the four classes (for each teacher) discussed
their likes and dislikes about the teaching/assignments
– [Experimental] The other two of the four classes discussed
how their work will be assessed.

Study #2

Task Demands: Processing & Memory
Learning Intentions & Assessment
Twelve 7th Grade Science Classes (White et. al)
Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills ~
Used to Generate Low/Middle/High
Student Groupings

Student
Groupings

Low

Middle

High

Discussed Likes and
Dislikes @ the Teaching
(activities/process)

4.6

5.9

6.6

Discussed Possible
Assessment Criteria for
the Work

***Out of 10 total***

6.7

7.2

7.4

Predict the outcome (scores) for each group:
Same? Higher? Lower?
Tell your prediction to someone.

Formative Feedback on Student Thinking
As we explore a few questions:
1. Offer your response (A-B-C-D-E-F)
2. Note the process and potential impact on
“thinking”—as contrasted with
“providing answers”….
KEY QUESTIONS.
“What is going on in the LEARNER’s HEAD?”
“What feedback is provided to the teacher?”

KEY QUESTIONS.
“What is going on in the LEARNER’s HEAD when
we use multiple choices and require
individual responses to each question?”
“What feedback is provided to the teacher that is
of immediate use regarding student
learning?”
What are the “take aways” of this exercise?
Any IMPACT ELEMENTS?

Study #3

Kinds of Feedback
Study
Butler(1988) Br. J. Educ. Psychol., 58 1-14
• 264 grade 6 students.
• 4 schools; 12 classes
• Half low and half high ability
• Same teachers, same teaching, same aims, same class work
• Variable: Three kinds of feedback:
• Scores; Comments; Scores & Comments combined
Predict what the outcomes were(% gain 0-50%) + Pos/Neg/Neutral
Attitude.
% Achievement
(Pos/Neg) Attitude regarding
Gain
work
Scores
Comments

?

High performers:
Low performers:

?

High performers:
Low performers:

Parallel Study to #3
with add-ons

Kinds of Feedback

Butler (1987) J. Educ. Psychol. 79 474-482

* 200 grade 5 and 6 students
* Divergent thinking tasks
* 4 matched groups of students
1--experimental group 1; comments only
2--experimental group 2; grades only
3--experimental group 3; praise provided
4--control group 4; no feedback

Achievement Level Results:
a)
b)

Grades, praise & no feedback groups performed equivalently
Comments Group outperformed all others

Ego-involvement: (interference [side-tracking-distractions-attitudes] with
focusing on learning as the goal) Grades & Praise performed equally—
and evidenced more ego involvement than comments & no feedback.

Possible IMPACT ELEMENTS of this research?

Study #4

Interaction Differences:
Students Providing Feedback to Peers
King, A. (1991). Applied Cognitive Psychology, 5(4), 331-346.

• 15-yr-olds studying World History were tested on their
understanding of material delivered in lectures
• Half the students were trained to pose questions as they
listened to the lectures
• At the end of the lectures, students were given time to
review their understanding of the material in four contexts:
Individual

Group

Unstructured

Independent review
(teacher graded)

Group discussion
(class reviewed material)

Structured

Structured selfquestioning (by individuals)

Structured peerquestioning (in pairs)

In pairs, rate the performance of each from lowest to highest.
(1=lowest, 4 = highest)

Feedback
QUOTES FROM REPUTED AUTHORS
DOUGLAS REEVES (2003) in his 90/90/90 schools
work and other citations stated that one characteristic
of schools with great academic gains is feedback to
students that is both accurate and in real-time.
MIKE SCHMOKER (1996, 2003) implores that we
already know how to improve student achievement
outcomes ~ that the difficulty is in doing what needs
to be done in order to: establish focus, collaborate
effectively (on student work), and measure a limited
number of targeted student achievement goals.
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Nature of feedback matters:
Comments (Written/oral)

vs.

Grades or praise or none

Focused
vs.
(on clear, specific learning target)

General
(“Good job” — “nice work”)

Targeted Quantity
(1-2 items at any one time)

vs.

“Spray” across several items
(review from beginning to end)

Location
(at point of struggle)

vs.

Covering an entire process
(too much information at once)

Frequency
(often: 2-5x/week)

vs.

Seldom

Varied Sources
(adult—peer—parent--other)

vs.

Single source
(same person)

Format
(paper; visual; graph; oral, etc.)

vs.

Paper only or screen only

MFA Achieving Student Growth
Chapter 3 Criteria for Effective Feedback & Appendix E (Checklist)
Criteria 1: Feedback Type: If the reason is to benefit student thinking, processing or





understanding, then targeted comments (written or verbal) providing cues that will move the
learner forward in his/her understanding is where learning IMPACT will come from. Feedback
that consistently impacts learning outcomes includes “actionable comments” that follow the
criteria below.

Criteria 2: Feedback Linked to a Learning Target: Feedback must always be
linked to the intended, articulated learning target. This provides context to the learner.

Criteria 3: Feedback Amount: Feedback that is specifically targeted to one or two
items that will move learning forward is far more effective for the majority of students.

Criteria 4: Feedback Location: Offering very specific feedback at the point of struggle





– where the student’s work suggests s/he is getting bogged down or going off course, is
useful. Offer only succinct comments where the student needs to focus his/her attention.

Criteria 5: Feedback Frequency: Feedback is dependent on the type of work being
done and the student. The frequency of feedback is dependent on how consistent the
opportunities are to use the feedback, not just “get” the feedback.

Criteria 6: Feedback Timing:

Immediate feedback, in close proximity to the work,
makes good overall sense. Offer feedback fairly quickly, but as little as possible to assure the
learner is moving forward – not just to complete the task.

Criteria 7: Feedback Sources: Is feedback needed from students, from teachers or




both? Teachers are not the only source of feedback that can be instructive to learners. Peer
to peer opportunities where students can provide each other with inputs that move thinking
and learning forward can produce high levels of impact.

Criteria 8: Feedback Recipients: Feedback is not just for students. Feedback also
can inform the teacher more than any or all students. Information may be about all students,
some students or one student… or about next steps in instructional decision making.

Micro-feedback Formative Assessment
“Embedded Formative Assessment” Evidence
DYLAN WILIAM (2011)

“…the research on teacher professional development…
shows that while there are many possible ways in which
we could seek to develop the practice of serving
teachers, attention to minute-by minute, day-to-day
formative assessment is likely to have the biggest
impact on student outcomes.”
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